Semi-structured data, including but not limited to structured documents, has speci c characteristics and is used in ways di erent to tabular data. SGML and XML are widely used to represent information of this type. The demands on systems that manage semi-structured data vary from those on traditional relational systems. This paper reviews the nature and characteristics of semi-structured data, and the functional needs of those applications, including query requirements, document description, manipulation, and document management needs. It examines alternative physical models for semi-structured data, and evaluates and compares alternative system architectures.
Introduction
Relational and object-oriented database design has evolved to handle data whose structure, type, and size is known in advance and that is regular in form. Data elements tend to be simple, small, and single-valued, and can be readily described. With a data description, the semantics of such data can be understood and easily utilized; without it, the data may not be usable. Based on well-founded, long understood mathematical models, rst relational and then object-oriented database system have developed as robust, reliable data management t e c hnologies. These technologies, perhaps more than any other, drove the development of information technology within the commercial sector.
None of these characteristics apply to document data. Documents certainly possess structure; however, that structure is not regular and cannot be readily described. Documents can be considered to belong to the class of semi-structured data: data whose structure may b e irregular, unknown, or variable 1, 12, 44 . Descriptions of the general structure and nature of semi-structured data must allow for far greater exibility than, say, t h e description of relational data. And, interestingly, without such a description, the data is still usable. But even with a detailed description of the data, its semantics are rarely computer-tractable.
A decade ago, SGML 22 w as advocated as the new solution of choice for content management problems. SGML provides a way for de ning the structure of document classes, and for representing that structure via markup embedded in document instances. SGML's structured content representation meant that documents and document components could be e ciently manipulated, interchanged, stored, indexed, reused, re-purposed, re-formatted, and published, to the bene t of those organizations that took advantage of SGML's suitability as a document representation format. However, as document collections increased in size and as the use of them grew in complexity, t h e ability o f standard, o -the-shelf systems to cope was stretched. Today, XML 49 has inherited the role of SGML. XML is a simpli ed variant of SGML, with almost the same descriptive power, but demanding lower computational overheads. A product of the Web era, XML was developed with electronic interchange and delivery in mind. Unlike SGML, XML has also been touted as the preferred representation format not just for documents, but for generic semi-structured data representation, data interchange, and electronic commerce applications 9, 10 . Just as was the case with SGML, it appears that o -the-shelf database systems were not adequate for powering XML-aware information management systems.
Application areas of XML are similar to those of its parent, and include document representation, publishing, document management, management of semi-structured data, content mining, and information interchange. The World Wide Web Consortium's family of XML Recommendations provide standard ways for document semantics to be dened, presentation to be styled, hyper-relationships to be speci ed, structure to be transformed, and content, metadata, and structure to be queried.
How can semi-structured data such as XML documents be e ciently and e ectively managed? The unusual data characteristics and application constraints mean that there are signi cant challenges in implementing an XML content management system. Two major issues are how the system should model XML data, and how it should physically organize it. Several obvious alternatives for implementing such a system exist: building the XML database system as a front-end to a relational system; developing it as an application of an object-oriented system; or creating a XML-native database system with a direct XML representation. The di erent p h ysical organization of each impacts on the accessibility of the stored data, the overall system architecture, and therefore on overall system e ciency and functionality.
In this paper, we review how the characteristics of semi-structured data vary from that of data routinely managed by relational and object-oriented database systems, and note the representative functionality t h a t is required by applications that utilize such data. Next, we examine alternative p h ysical organizations for XML data, and evaluate the e ect of each on e ciency and functionality. Last, we consider likely system architectures and the advantages and disadvantages of each.
Characteristics of semi-structured data
Semi-structured document data has characteristics quite distinct from relational data; typically, s u c h data has inconsistent, variable, unknown, or even evolving structure and semantics. Documents are one example of semi-structured data. In this section we examine how semi-structured data di ers from relational and object data with respect to data characteristics and functional requirements.
Data characteristics
In the case of relational and object database systems, the structure and form of data is known prior to storage. The names and types of data components are xed and unchanging. The details of that structure, type, and size can be readily described; that description is used to specify data indexes and to organize the data for physical storage. This description makes the data computer-tractable; the data can be meaningfully queried, manipulated, and transformed. Lacking the description, however, the data is not usable; the semantics of the data cannot be con dently inferred without it. Relationships within the data, if present, are also fully speci ed. As new data items arrive, they are stored, each part in its appropriate place. What can we say about the characteristics of document data? Documents, in general, possess structure. In traditional, linear documents that structure is hierarchical, perhaps with intradocument cross-references; non-linear, hypertext documents may augment that hierarchical structure with a web of inter-document h yperlinks. Each element in a structured documents may itself have structure, and may contain particular types of data with speci c semantics. Documents come in many types, each with widely varying characteristics; for each t ype of document, we can normally prescribe a general structure, and we can describe the semantics of its component elements. One way of doing so is to describe the document class with an SGML or XML Document Type De nition DTD, and use markup embedded in document instances to represent their structure. The DTD provides a mechanism for specifying the identity of document components and their relationships for a given class of documents; however, a DTD must be su ciently general to describe all acceptable structural variations that may occur in a particular class.
However, there is normally considerable freedom and exibility i n the form of documents, even those conformant to a DTD. The structure of individual document instances frequently varies even within the same general document t ype. For example, particular document elements may be present in one instance, and absent in another. The order in which elements appear may vary, as may the number of instances of each element. Elements that are part of a particular section of one document may be present in a di erent section of another. The presence or absence of element attributes|non-content information that can be associated with elements|can be similarly variable.
When considering XML, rather than SGML, documents, the potential irregularity in form is even greater. XML documents are not required to supply a known DTD, in which circumstance no structural or type information is available. The use of Namespaces, an extension to XML, to create documents whose components, structure, and semantics are freely drawn from unrelated DTDs further exacerbates this 50 . In contrast to a relational application that has and relies on the bene t of knowing in advance a xed structure and data types for the information it must manage, a system for managing XML data must be prepared to cope with data whose structure and data type are unknown until the data arrives. And when it arrives without a DTD, that structural information can only be inferred from the data itself.
A major bene t of the XML SGML approach t o document representation is that the representation is self-describing. The use of embedded markup means that the structural information is present in the document itself, making this type of format useful for data interchange. Using known XML Namespaces allows the construction and delivery of custom documents that have no explicitly de ned structure, but that nonetheless possess well de ned semantics. Document data di ers from simple relational data in many other fundamental ways 7 . It is predominantly text. It does not have a xed length, and it is not an atomic value with simple meaning, drawn from a xed vocabulary. In contrast, it is of variable length, has a complex value with complex meaning, and is composed from an open vocabulary. This means that indexing, querying, and matching document data is very di erent from indexing, querying, and matching relational data. The open vocabulary results in indexes that may b e v ery large, and means that there are numerous alternate queries may retrieve the same information. Whereas querying in a relational system is a deterministic task|the success of the query depends solely on the presence of the speci ed information in the database, querying text data is non-deterministic|the failure of a query may mean that the information was not present, or it may mean that chosen form of the query failed to identify it. The de nition of query success itself changes: from did the query retrieve the right information?" to did the query retrieve useful information?". Accordingly, whereas the result of a query on relational data is those items precisely matching the constraints speci ed by t h e query, the result of a full-text query on document data is an ordered list of potentially relevant items, ranked by their likelihood of being useful.
Therefore, in contrast to relational and object data, we c a n s a y that: document data is hierarchically structured; the structure may v ary or be inconsistent b etween document instances; only a description of general structure and type of the data is normal; the size of data elements, and of the components of data elements, may v ary; the structure may not be known in advance; document data marked up with XML or SGML is self-describing; without a data description, the data is still usable; data is often text, is large and of variable length, is drawn from an open vocabulary, has complex meaning, and is di cult to match.
Functional requirements
Before examining implementation and architectural issues, it is necessary to consider what functional requirements are expected or desirable in a system that handles document data. These fall into four main categories: data de nition, data retrieval, data manipulation, and document management support.
Data de nition
A full de nition of semantics and structural constraints may not always be available for semi-structured data such as XML documents, although due to self-describing nature of XML an approximate de nition may be inferred.
When available, the de nition must be suciently general to cater for the exibility and irregularity of semi-structured data. The variability describable with SGML XML DTDs makes representing documents using a relational data de nition language di cult. As discussed later, signi cant fragmentation or large numbers of relations are required to represent e v en a simple DTD. The data de nition therefore cannot be relied on to direct how data is to be modeled and physically organized to the extent required by relational systems.
When available, an SGML XML DTD can be used directly as a schema for a collection of documents 38 . Doing so means that no translation is required from DTD to data de nition language, avoiding duplication or potential inconsistency between DTD and schema. Not mapping the DTD to a schema language designed for other purposes eliminates loss of information or complexity. This also allows the DTD to be directly used for validation; the modular nature of DTDs means that modi cations, additions, or deletions of document elements and attributes can also be validated.
In their current f o r m , SGML and XML DTDs have some limitations that a ect expressiveness. These include inability to specify interdependencies between elements; inability to control maximum and minimum element occurrences; limited ability to specify element ordering more so XML DTDs; no support for multiple namespaces; no inheritance of document, element, and attribute de nitions; no mechanism for schema evolution; minimal data typing of element attributes; minimal ability to specify inter-component constraints; and no datatyping of element content. However, many of these problems are currently being addressed by ongoing work on XML Schemas 51, 52 , proposed as a replacement for or adjunct to DTDs. Approaches such as Namespaces 50 and Architectural Forms 24 also enrich the descriptiveness of XML documents at the cost of increased complexity, particularly in terms of document v alidation.
Retrieval
User access to structured document d a t a i n a n a pplication such as a document management system usually is usually provided in three ways: by browsing some form of structured hierarchy, b y following hyperlinks, and by querying. As the rst two m e c hanisms can be viewed as special cases of the third, it is su cient to consider the expressive requirements of querying. These requirements can be considered from two perspectives: what queries must be able to target, and how queries must be constrainable.
First, what must a structured document system be able to retrieve? Queries should be able to target: entire documents, individual elements which may include other elements, element attributes and their values, document metadata, and document content. Second, how does such a system need to constrain query results? Queries should be constrainable by specifying one or more requirements of content, metadata, attributes and attribute values, structure, and hypertext relationships. When multiple constraints are present, the system should return a result set that is determined by a Boolean conjunction of the constraints, based on a ranked ordering of the candidate documents according to their likely aptness to the constraints, or both.
Note that the question of Boolean querying versus ranked retrieval is symptomatic of the uniqueness of semi-structured data. Querying of unstructured text documents typically is best supported by the use of ranked, natural language queries, and access to relational data is suited to deterministic, relational-calculus queries. In contrast, e ective querying of structured document data is likely to combine precise, deterministic queries with imprecise, probabilistic queries.
Query languages that are speci cally designed for semi-structured and document data are becomingly increasingly prevalent; some examples include PAT 21 , HyTime's HyQ 25, 2 8 , DSSSL's SDQL 23 , SGQL 4 , UnQL 13 , Lorel 2 , XQL 34 , and XML-QL 16 ; SQL3 also possesses text and structured document features 26 . To support the querying requirements discussed above and to implement languages such as these e ciently, a system needs to be able to index content, metadata, and structure. A more detailed discussion of variant query types and their indexing needs can be found elsewhere 5, 38 .
Data manipulation
Flexible delivery of data, whether as part of EDI or for presentation to end users, is an important bene t available from using semi-structured data. For example, a single source document can be used as the basis for an executive overview, a tableof-contents, a full-length version, or a customized presentation. To transform semi-structured data this way, it is necessary to able to target selected components of the data. This process is related to querying, but in its fully edged form involves more sophisticated programmatic support than necessary of the basic query constructs discussed above. This advanced form requires direct access to the hierarchical data structure, allowing traversal and transformation of data, arbitrary reuse of data elements, and the generation and interpolation of new data. Languages that can provide this functionality include DSSSL 23 ; TranSID 27 ; Omnimark, Balise, Perl, and Python 18 ; Ace 45 ; and XSL's XSLT 5 3 .
Document management
As the principal data type we are considering is structured document data, it is appropriate to consider those typical application needs that have the potential to a ect system design. Document m a nagement applications have speci c needs, including supporting the creation and ongoing modication of documents, metadata capture and management, document registration and control, workow automation, retrieval mechanisms, and document delivery. Some of these areas of functionality, such as retrieval mechanisms and document delivery, are addressed in the preceding sections or have no impact on system architecture. Others, however, represent important functionality that may signi cantly in uence system design and architecture.
Versioning Document update is a common action that must be supported by a document management system. What is not the case in most relational applications, however, is that both the old and the version of the document must be retained. Di erent document variants may simultaneously be in`current' use; access to previous versions is often necessary. Because documents are often large, complex entities, di erences between versions may be limited to small sub-sections, resulting in two documents that are identical other than in the speci c components that di er. As document versions proliferate, collection size increases. The presence of document versioning complicates every part of document management: versioning directly a ects document update, document indexing, document security, metadata management, and document retrieval. When a document is updated, a new version must be created with an identity distinct from, but associated with, the previous. When a document is indexed, it is necessary to indicate with which version of a document index terms are associated; this includes content, attribute, metadata, structural, and hypertext indexes. Document security, which may require controlled access to indexing statistics that allow inferred access to documents, must be considered on a per-version, rather than per-document basis. Similarly, metadata must be associated with versions, not documents. Last, versioning means that the previously simple task of retrieving documents|whether by query, during browsing, or by f o l l o wing hyperlinks|also involves determining which v ersion or versions is the intended target.
Whether the versioning support is based on a linear model in which only one version is valid at a t i m e , a b r a n c hed model any g i v en version can have m ultiple successors, or a threaded model a given version can have m ultiple predecessors 17 , because versioning fundamentally in uences such a wide range of basic operations, support for versioning be considered as a basic element of system design.
Composite documents Documents may be large, with complex structure, and contain components that are a mixture of media types. Some documents may be composites, virtual documents that are composed of distinct, possibly versioned, independent components; such documents may simply be containers for data that is shared by multiple documents. Changes to that data should be re ected automatically in each s u c h d o c u m e n t.
Duplication of shared content is not only wasteful, but invites inconsistency, leads to duplication of e ort, and makes ongoing data correction and development di cult. Re-use ensures consistency, avoids replication, and encourages re nement. This demands that a system be able to represent, construct, and deliver composite documents. Delivery can involve entire documents, parts of documents, document metadata, document structures, or information about documents, possibly re-organized into a format that is suitable to the recipient.
Access control in document management systems applies both to whole documents and also to components of document. Proper implementation of access control and security m ust therefore address the indexing, versioning, and composite documents.
In some of these areas, the functionality required is closer to that found in object databases than in relational systems. Document management systems require support for locking of objects, check-in, check-out, and long transactions. These functions apply to entire documents and composite documents, as well as to individual data elements.
Implementation models
The physical level is where the real work of database design is done. If the data model is primarily about the what" of a database, then the physical level is about the how". The major approaches for implementing a structured document database include using:
relational database management systems, including hybrid or extended relational systems, object-oriented database systems, and structure-aware systems. Systems based on the relational and object-oriented approaches are typically implemented with document parsing, processing, and manipulation functionality l a yered on top of an RDBMS or OODBMS system; in contrast, the structure-aware approach Figure 3 : AUTHOR table can be implemented as an integrated system that can directly parse, represent, retrieve, and process structured documents. In this section, we review these alternative a p p r o a c hes, discussing implementation issues.
Relational
A simple approach to this problem is to store document elements in a relational database system 31 with text indexing. Adopting the relational model provides access to the querying capabilities associated with conventional databases. In this approach the data is fragmented across a set of relations. An early approach was to fragment documents`horizontally', using a separate relation to store each type of element. In this approach, each element instance corresponds to one row in a relation, although a database administrator could limit the granularity of access; see gures 1 3 for such a partial decomposition of a document. Note the redundancy: each element m a y also present as the content of ancestor, depending on the chosen granularity. If a table is used per element, real document collections usually result in a huge explosion in the numbers of tables 31 .
T h e D T D f o r a t ypical article such as this one is not especially complex but nonetheless contains 75 distinct element de nitions, potentially resulting in 75 separate tables. Multiple DTDs or more complex DTDs used for legislation or technical man- Figure 6 : Attribute values uals would result in many times this number of tables. A more sophisticated decomposition of this document based on the virtual tables described by Blake et al. 8 is given in gures 4 6. Here, the fragmentation is`vertical', using separate relations to store XML structure, attributes, entities, and content. Again, there is duplication of element content.
This decomposition controls the proliferation of tables but still requires numerous join operations in order to satisfy typical queries. A discussion of joining textual attributes in a relational system can be found in Meng et al. 33 . Although they do not consider recent advances in inverted le index technology 54, 5 6 , it is still clear that joining textual attributes in a relational system requires signi cant system resources.
Fragmentation makes the resolution of proximity queries that is, queries that constrain a term to appear within a certain distance of another term di cult. For this reason, as well the generally poor text-indexing support provided by most relational systems, RDBMS-based content management systems often incorporate a full-text engine in parallel to the RDBMS engine.
To allow the content to be stored once only, yet use these tables for retrieving documents and elements by content a s w ell as structure, a mapping from document content to the elements containing that content is required. One possibility is to replace the content columns with two offset columns, one providing the byte o set from the beginning of the document at which the element starts, and another the byte o set at which it ends.
Querying across content, structure, and metadata requires many expensive join operations across relations as global indexes are hard to build 35 . Even retrieval of a single document involves re-creating the document by joining the appropriate fragments. Decompositional approaches support most types of queries, providing sibling number is not required. Additionally storing sibling numbers adds this functionality. Numerous similar trade-o s between functionality and the size and number of tables are possible. Shimura et al. describe an approach not dissimilar to that depicted in gures 4 6 42 . Their technique represents structure using the path and position indexing described by S a c ks-Davis et al. 39 . In their approach, documents are decomposed into four relations: an elements relation containing sibling order, text region, and a path reference, an attributes relation containing attributes, text region, and a path reference, a text relation containing text, text region, and a path reference, and a paths relation containing paths. Again, however, while this approach m a y be e ective for identifying small sub-documents or regions, it is as they note inefcient and not suited to retrieving and rebuilding entire documents or even large sub-documents.
Processes such as validation, transformation, and hyper-linking management m ust be carried out external to the relational database. Although the use of a stable, robust relational database system as the underlying database engine potentially gives this approach easy availability of access control and transactions, the fragmentation and duplication of data is likely to be an ine cient w ay of handling XML content. Further, few relational database systems provide e cient support for text indexing, an important criteria when handling document data.
Relational Variants Numerous variations of the basic relation model exist. In the relation model, data is stored in tuples with attributes whose values are scalar data types. The nested relational model extends by allowing attributes to be relations as well as scalar data types 36, 46 ; extended relational systems add support complex user-de ned data types for attributes; and objectrelational systems allow users to describe how simple relations can be also be composed to form complex objects. All, however, manage data as attributes in tuples: representing semi-structured data requires fragmentation across relations in some way 47 . Despite providing better modeling for hierarchical data, these variants assume that the data is regularly structured.
Hybrid text relational
This, of course, provides no direct representation of structure. One way of getting at the structure represented by the markup in documents is via a string-based representation of the document. Gonnet and Tompa present the p-string model that de nes a number of operations that parse and traverse a document 20 . Each document is treated as an in nite string, with elements being delineated by substrings or s-strings. A shortcoming of this approach is that it provides access only to structure that can be recognized by regular expressions. Regular expressions are not generally an e ective m e c hanism for recognizing structure in an SGML instance although they are better for XML. Where end tags can be omitted, or where elements are nested, regular expressions designed to restrict the scope of a search to a particular element can quickly become very complex. Queries must be constructed with an intimate knowledge of both SGML and the particular DTD to take account of all of the possible encodings of any particular element. This can be overcome by normalizing the SGML before storing it or by using XML; although whitespace is still an issue, but that prevents the document from being returned exactly as it was entered.
Another approach i s t o c o m bine information retrieval and database technology, for which there are three main alternatives. The rst is to extend an information retrieval system with object or relational functionality 3 6 ; another is to extend an object-oriented or relational database with text retrieval functionality 3 , 1 4 ; and the last is to build a layer that integrates an information retrieval engine and a database engine 8, 15 . Croft et al. claim that the integration layer approach gives unacceptable creation and access times 15 whether this performance is attributable to the layers of interaction, the poor performance of object-oriented technology generally, or some other factors is unclear. Their experiments with 1Mb of data produced an object-oriented database of 4Mb and a text index of 2.5Mb 15 .
Blake e t a l . h a ve one of the more interesting systems in this category. They have augmented a relational system with columns containing structured text 8, 11 ; this approach has since been incorporated in the SQL3 standard 26 . The structure of the text is de ned only by reference to the element name and the DTD that de nes its structure. Access is supported by adding an expand operator to SQL that maps structured text to the virtual tables de ned in gure 7.
TEXT_NODESnodeid, genid, content TEXT_STRUCTUREa_nodeid, d_nodeid TEXT_ATTRIBUTESnodeid, attr, value Figure 7 : SGML extension operators for SQL In the rst table there is a single tuple for each element with a unique identi er nodeid, the type of the node or generic identi er: genid and the text that makes up that node. The second table represents child-parent relationships between nodes and the third table lists the SGML attributes of elements. Because content is redundantly stored in the TEXT_NODES table, querying is greatly simpli ed. These tables are intended to be virtual and need not be stored nor ever be created; documents are decomposed at query time to extract the relevant information. If instead the tables are actually stored, the model is a variation on the basic relational model but at the cost of signi cant redundancy; support for element retrieval is provided but only through costly join operations for structure queries that rely on the TEXT_STRUCTURE table.
Comments
In section 2, we reviewed the data characteristics and functional requirements of semi-structured document data. How well does the relational approach meet those constraints?
A s t h e b a s e f o r a c o n tent management system, an RDBMS can generally be relied upon to deliver robust, reliable data storage with multi-user access, low-level transaction support, and indexing. However, the relational data de nition mechanism is a poor t for the structure and complex datatypes for structured document data. As we h a ve seen, to map hierarchical documents to the relational model requires signi cant data fragmentation. This mapping must be relatively general in order to achieve the exibility required for representing document instances. The nested relational variant is better suited than the simple relational model for representing hierarchical data, and the extended relational and object-relational variants provide some ability to describe more complex datatypes and object composition. Despite providing better data modeling, these variants rely on the data being regularly structured and typed, and still result in fragmentation. When a data de nition is not available, then a horizontal fragmentation may not be feasible. The fragmentation means that both querying and retrieving documents requires join operations across multiple relations. Fragmentation may also result in signi cant duplication of data.
As most relational systems provide poor support for full-text indexing, the RDBMS-based approach normally must be coupled with a full-text engine. Representing the structure of the data requires additional relations, and structural querying requires an application layer to map queries to structural relations; this also applies to hyperlinked collections. The related problem of data manipulation and transformation su ers from the same problems; manipulation targets must be identi ed either re-assembling all candidate documents and externally processing them, or an application layer must repeatedly query across relations and then process and manipulate the result sets. Document management l e v el functions must all be handled by an external application layer that controls document components; component reuse; document and component v ersions; version indexing; and provide document-level locking and access control.
Object-oriented
Preserving the order of elements makes relational approaches unwieldy 47 . However, an objectoriented approach addresses this issue and provides excellent coverage of query functionality 1 4 , 31, 35 . As with the pure relational approach, the DTD must be mapped onto the relevant database schema. Abiteboul et al. 3 describe a manual process for doing so that could potentially be automated. An example mapping of the small DTD in gure 8 to the O 2 object-oriented schema after Abiteboul and Christophides 3, 14 is provided in gure 9.
As can be seen, if all of the constraint power of the DTD is to be preserved, complex content models like that for section s very rapidly become cumbersome although alternatives that do not preserve the constraints are possible; in practice, complexity is greater. Christophides et al. 14 do not describe how mixed content models|those which allow text to be mixed with in-line elements|can be modeled. Such SELECT title, section 1 FROM Documents WHERE title CONTAINS "document" AND "SGML" 
Comments
The object-oriented model is much better suited to the representing document data than the relational. The structure and datatyping of hierarchical documents can be modeled well.
As was the case with the relational approach, the mapping from document to object hierarchy works best when the structure of documents is both regular and known in advance; when the structure is irregular or unknown this mapping is compromised. Object-oriented implementations do normally also provide functionality that may not be strictly necessary for managing structured document data, such as inheritance and object methods. In cases where object-orientation is implemented as an application layer on top of an RDBMS, the issue of relational fragmentation is relevant. Like relational systems, object-oriented systems often do not provide good support for text indexing and retrieval; in these cases, a separate fulltext engine must be utilized in parallel with the OODBMS. However, their ability to address object components represents a signi cant improvement to handle some structural queries.
Some document management functionality is also better handled by the object-oriented approach: object level locking and access control are well supported; component reuse, versioning, !ENTITY content "para, text?" !ENTITY subsec "content;+ | def+" Figure 9 : A partial mapping to an object-oriented schema and version indexing remain the province of separate application layers.
Structure-aware
The components of the previous models are essentially existing information retrieval systems, relational systems, or object-oriented systems with some special purpose mapping or integration code to handle di erent aspects of the problem of managing structured documents. What these systems tend to have in common at least those that provide the most developed query functionality is that the native storage unit is not the structured document format but some mapping of it. An alternative is to store the structured documents natively and incorporate a parser into the architecture. This allows the database itself to handle manipulations of the document, and allows indexes and view presentation code to be built with complete access to the structure of the document and the information stored in any D T D s . Brown and Consens describe such a system, although they insist that it be built on existing database and information retrieval components 11 . An interesting, implemented system is Lore, a semi-structured data repository 3 with a companion query language, Lorel, for querying semi-structured data by content and structure 32 that has been extended to handle XML data 19 . There is a direct mapping from XML to Lore's semi-structured data model, although not representing XML documents internally as XML limits the system's ability to validate and process document data.
One example of a structure-aware database system is SIM 37 . SIM is based on an extended eld model where elements and their descendants are nominated as querying targets, incorporates a structured document parser, and is designed speci cally for the management of structured documents.
SIM includes a repository of structured documents, indexes mapping terms to de ned elds, a query engine to process queries using the indexes, and a presentation facility to show the results of those queries. Each of these components have the use of an SGML XML document parser to access document structure, and a manipulation language to de ne elds and the presentation of elds, documents, and document elements. While built on a eld paradigm, the eld de nition language is so exible that pure structural queries can be supported by de ning appropriate elds encoding document structure. The weakness of this approach is that a great load is placed on the database administrator in de ning all of these mappings. A more generic use of structure is required to provide all of the functionality described above with less of a burden for the administrator.
Lowe et al. 30 describe an architecture and algebra speci cally for querying document repositories. In their model, every element is directly represented and is directly queryable. As in Blake e t al.'s virtual table approach, this costs some redundancy but greatly simpli es querying. Their query language itself is SGML-oriented.
For each of these parser-based systems, the basic approach is to maintain a repository of documents, possibly fragmented but if so, then automatically fragmented so that the fragmentation is not obvious to the user. This repository is accessed via a query language designed to give access to both the structure and the content combined or alone of documents in the collection. Specialized index support is assumed to be available that obviates any need to retrieve documents to determine whether they match the query constraints. This, even in its hybrid relational instantiation, is clearly based on traditional information retrieval. In its ideal form, the major di erence is that the query language and matching function are speci cally designed for structured documents. Such a system requires a built-in ability to process the structure of a document.
Comments
The major advantages of the structure-aware approach are its native representation of document structure and its direct access to document parsing and processing. It provides the scope to use the document's own schema such as a DTD for data de nition. Directly representing the document structure removes the loss of expressiveness or complexity that results from mapping that structure to a relational or object-oriented data de nition, and allows a structure-aware system to adapt to irregularly structured data. Not mapping to a di erent data de nition avoids inconsistency, a s well as allowing document components and structure to be validated internally.
With the availability o f text and structure indexing and retrieval functionality, the processing of content, structure, and metadata queries can beintegrated and optimized within the system engine. Unlike the relational and object-oriented approaches, document transformation can also occur within the engine.
This approach can also surpass the level of support for document management functionality p r ovided by the object-oriented approach. In addition to object level locking and access control, component reuse, versioning, and version indexing can also be directly supported.
In preceding sections we have discussed the characteristics, functional requirements, and particular document applications of document data, and have reviewed the major alternatives that may s e r v e a s the basis for implementing document c o n tent management systems. In this section, we review architectures for each approach. Alternate architectures for a content management system include development of a front-end to a relational database system, producing an application of an object-oriented database system, and creating a special-purpose parser-based system. Based on di erent data models and physical organization, each has di ering levels of functionality, data accessibility, a n d o verall e ciency. Figure 12 depicts the major components required of an XML document content management system. Four signi cant sub-systems are shown: a work ow manager, to administer and direct automated work ow; a version manager, to manage versions and variants of documents; a query engine, to resolve content, structure, and metadata queries; and a document manager, to provide security, access control, check-in and check-out, and composite document support. Each sub-system can need to interact with each other sub-system. A fth sub-system, an XML engine that can directly provide document parsing and validation, tree manipulation, and compare document structures, is utilized by the others: for example, the query engine needs to parse new or modi ed documents in order to index their content, metadata, and structure, and needs to parse retrieved documents to perform term highlighting on query results; the document manager needs to be able to identify new or modi ed components for storage; and the version manager needs access to parse structures to provide component level or structure versioning. Additionally, to support e cient access to data, document content, metadata, and structure need to be indexed.
We now consider the physical organization of two approaches: building a document content management system on top of an RDBMS, versus a system based on direct representation and modeling of XML document data. We do not separately discuss here the organization of OODBMS-based approaches, other than to note that the basic architecture is similar to that of the RDBMS-based approach, but with the replacement 1 of the relational engine and indexes with object-oriented engine and indexes. For example, Yan and Annevelink describe the integration of an object-oriented database system, 1 Or augmentation! For example, 6 . OpenODB, with a structured text retrieval system, TextMachine, that exactly parallels this organization 55 ; similarly, the Poet XML Repository is built as an XML interface module to an underlying OODBMS engine with a companion full-text indexing engine 43 .
The organization for an RDBMS-based approach i s s h o wn in gure 13. Typically, content indexing and relational indexing are carried out by separate components normally separate products, and the results combined. As discussed in section 3.1, documents are not stored in native format but fragmented as relations. Indexes are indexes of relations, not of documents.
The document schema must be mapped to RDBMS relational schemas. These mappings are managed by a fragmentation engine responsible for deconstructing and reconstructing documents into relations; each time a document is inserted or retrieved it must be decomposed or recomposed, respectively. XML-aware operations must be handled by a parsing and processing engine that is typically separate from the underlying components. With the increasing importance of XML data, some RDBMS vendors are attempting to reduce this separation by incorporating XML parsers within their systems. Figure 14 describes the organization of the direct approach. In this approach, XML documents are stored directly in the repository within tables of documents whose schema are described by their DTD. For long documents, it may be desirable to split these into smaller fragments; in this case, fragments like whole documents are stored directly in the repository. In an XML-direct, the parser is incorporated directly within the processing engine, closely coupled to work ow, versioning, document management, and querying systems.
The indexes are designed to support the functionality described in section 2.2: speci cally, they provide access to documents based on their With these approaches, the content index may contain structural as well as attribute information; however, for structure-only or attribute-only queries separate indexes generally will be required. In contrast to the RDBMS-based approach, several major bene ts result from the XML-direct approach in which integrated indexes are available to a single processing engine. First, queries that involve content, attributes, and structure can be resolved from the one set of indexes. In contrast, under the RDBMS approach, content indexing typically is provided by an independent full-text engine; the results of content indexing must be externally integrated with the results of searching the relations in which the documents are fragmented by a third level. Second, whereas the indexes provided by the XML-native approach index content, structure, and attributes of documents directly, under the RDBMS-based approach, indexes index relations: their meaning with respect to content, structure, and attributes must be externally interpreted. Third, the tight integration of indexes, data, and engine o ers the potential for more e cient implementation of document v ersioning by the direct approach.
A signi cant bene t of the XML-direct approach is that, with all major sub-components are integrated within a single system, there are no cross-module interface issues; each separation of functionality into individual components requires the establishment of an interface that must be developed and supported, with concomitant overheads. In many commercial document management systems, the RDBMS engine, full-text indexing, document management, parsing, and web-delivery functionality are independent products developed by independent manufacturers, increasing the likely cost of support and maintenance of each component, their interfaces, and the overall system. This is exempli ed in gures 15 and 16, where the di erence in the number of distinct components, di erent i n terfaces, and implementation languages is striking. Structured documents are a form of semistructured data. The characteristics of structured document data are quite distinct from those of, say, relational data. Documents are hierarchical, textual, variable in size, variable in structure, and self-describing. The uses of document data also impose speci c requirements: queries must be able to target or be constrained by documents, document elements, metadata, content, structure, and hyperlinks; transformation of document structure is important; a data de nition may not always be available, or may be relatively general; document management needs may require support for component management, versioning, document and component-level locking and access control.
Several main approaches exist for implementing document c o n tent management systems, including on top of an RDBMS, as an OODBMS application, or as a specialized, structure-aware system. Basing a content management system on an RDBMS or OODBMS creates problems resulting from the mis-match b e t ween document data and those approaches' data models. The variability, inconsistency, and potential unavailability of concrete data de nitions for semi-structured data such as documents complicates data modeling and representation in RDBMS and OODBMS based systems. In the relational approach, a signi cant overhead results from fragmentation of document data across multiple relations. Operations such as document transformation must be carried out externally to the RDBMS engine. In contrast, a structure-aware system bene ts from directly representing document data by avoiding fragmentation; being able to use documents' own schemas as a data de nition and for validation; being able to integrate content, structure, and metadata query processing; and supporting document transformation internally. Document management functionality m a y also be a ected by t h e c hoice of approach. Under a relational approach, all document management m ust be performed by a separate application layer that reassembles documents or document components as required. Under an object-oriented approach, object level locking and access control may b e d irectly handled internally to the OODBMS; however, component management and versioning support can not. A structure-aware approach may be able to internalize all document managementrelated functionality, including access control, component reuse, versioning, and version indexing.
Low cohesion between system components in architectures based on RDBMS or OODBMS engines impose overheads on content management system implementations; these are avoided or minimized in the simpler structure-aware architecture where there can be tight coupling between an internal XML-processing engine and other system components. 
